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Abstract. The spatial signal distribution of the radio frequency radiation from extensive
air showers on the ground contains information on crucial cosmic-ray properties, such as
energy and mass. A long-standing challenge to access this information experimentally
with a sparse grid of antennas is an analytic modeling of the radio signal distribution,
which will be addressed in this contribution. We present an analytic model based on the
two physical processes generating radio emission in air showers: the geomagnetic and
the charge-excess emission. Our study is based on full Monte-Carlo simulations with the
CoREAS code. Besides an improved theoretical understanding of radio emission, our
model describes the radio signal distribution with unprecedented precision. Our model
explicitly includes polarization information, which basically doubles the information that
is used from a single radio station. The model depends only on the definition of the
shower axis and on the parameters energy and distance to the emission region, where
the distance to the emission region has a direct relation to the cosmic-ray mass. The
model describes the true signal distribution precisely such that the model uncertainties
are negligible compared to typical experimental uncertainties.

1 Introduction
The radio technique measures air showers with a duty cycle close to 100% and allows for a precise and
accurate determination of the cosmic-ray energy and mass [1–4]. The determination of the cosmic-ray
energy is competitive to existing techniques in terms of achievable accuracy [5, 6] given a thorough
detector calibration [7]. The main advantages are that the atmosphere is transparent to radio waves
and that the radiation originates only from the well-understood electromagnetic part of the air shower
which allows for a precise theoretical calculation of the radio emission [8].
Both cosmic-ray properties can be extracted from the spatial signal distribution: The cosmic-ray
energy is directly related to the radiation energy, i.e., the energy emitted by the air shower in form of
radio waves, which can be measured experimentally by integrating over the spatial signal distribution.
The cosmic-ray mass is estimated via the distance to the shower maximum DXmax which determines
the shape of the spatial signal distribution. To access this information experimentally from a sparse
grid of antennas, an analytic modeling of the signal distribution is required.
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 axis (no interference
Figure 1. The energy fluence of an air shower on the ground is shown along the v × (v × B)
 axis (maximum interference between geomagnetic
between geomagnetic and charge-excess) and along the v × B
and charge-excess) for DXmax = 374 g/cm2 (top), DXmax = 572 g/cm2 (middle) and DXmax = 1046 g/cm2 (bottom).
Figure from [12].

We developed a new analytic model that depends only on the radiation energy, the distance to the
emission region (DXmax ) and the shower axis. Thus, the parameters of our model directly relate to
the cosmic-ray properties energy and mass. This is achieved by modeling the signal originating from
the geomagnetic and charge-excess emission separately, and building on the improved understanding
obtained during the recent years [9–11]. In the following we briefly describe our model and discuss its
precision. A detailed documentation can be found in [12] and a reference implementation is available
at [13].

2 Shapes of the signal distribution
We study the spatial distribution of the radio signal with an extensive set of CoREAS [14] simulations. We find that the shape of the signal changes with increasing DXmax from a peaked distribution
to a Gaussian like distribution to a double peak distribution. We present typical examples of these
 axis is due to the interference between
shapes in Fig. 1. The left-right asymmetry along the v × B
the geomagnetic and charge-excess emission. The geomagnetic and charge-excess functions itself are
radially symmetric and can be modeled with the following functions:
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The functions are normalized such that the parameters Egeo and Ece are the radiation energies of the
geomagnetic and charge-excess emission. The parameter Rgeo can be interpreted as the radius of the
Cherenkov ring. The parameters σgeo and σce describe the width of the function and the parameter k
is an additional shape parameter of the charge-excess function. All shape parameters correlate with
DXmax and can be parametrized accordingly. Furthermore, we can express Egeo and Ece as a function of
the total radiation energy and the air density at the emission (that can be calculated from DXmax ) using
the result of [11]. Hence, we can formulate our model in a way that it depends only on the physical
quantities radiation energy and DXmax .

3 Precision and application of the analytic model
We quantify the precision of the analytic model by reconstructing the radiation energy and DXmax from
the simulated spatial distribution of the radio signal using our model. We find an excellent resolution
of the radiation energy of 4% and a DXmax resolution of 13 g/cm2 which is much smaller than the
typical experimental uncertainties of sparse radio arrays. Hence, our model is particularly useful to
precisely determine the cosmic-ray energy and mass from radio air-shower measurements, and has
already been successfully used by the Pierre Auger Observatory [15] and the LOFAR cosmic-ray
detector [16].
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